
KPMG Clara is KPMG’s next generation audit platform which 
is designed to facilitate more seamless and transparent 
interactions between you and your engagement team.  This 
secure online platform offers a centralized portal that serves 
as a single source for the exchange of important information 
including valuable insight into the status of your audit.

Watch now
Click here to see a quick video to 
learn more about KPMG Clara.

Facilitates robust ability to share information 
A customized collaboration site for information-sharing 
between you and your engagement team

Collaborative and transparent environment 
Enhanced coordination and communication on  
a secure virtual workspace

Real-time information 
Real-time summary of audit status and alerts for  
recent activity delivered by customized dashboards

Synchronized scheduling 
Ease of tracking engagement team meetings and 
other key dates with a shared client calendar

Integrated workflow 
Real-time comprehensive snapshots of PBC status—
know exactly what audit requests are due and what 
has been provided, simplifying the back and forth  
of exchanging and tracking PBCs manually

Filtering 
Greater visibility and manageability of audit activities 
via dynamic dashboards and smart filters.

Benefits 
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Information security 
As with any tool containing confidential client information, KPMG Clara is subject to KPMG’s robust information 
protection and security program. Periodic security assessments by KPMG’s Information Security group and 
regular penetration testing and vulnerability analyses, combined with data encryption both during transit and 
while data is “at rest” means your data is protected and secure.

We love the usability 
and clarity!

Uploading large and  
numerous files is fast!

This has saved us 
time and improved 
our communication 
with KPMG and overall 
management of PBCs.

What people are saying

KPMG Clara

http://www.kpmginfo.com/NDPPS/Digital/Video/035437A_KPMGClaraforClientsVideo/index.html



